
LE MONT SAINT MICHEL [R-H] - 01 July 
Race 1 - PRIX DU COUESNON -  2675m WALK-UP E9 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. JANE AIMEE - Opened her account last start at Laon. Nice horse in the making so follow her up. 

2. JUST HAPPY - Missed the placings again last start when fourth at Bourigny. Capable of a better 

showing. 

3. JUST CHANCE - Finished last campaign with a maiden win at Nantes four-and-a-half months ago. 

Expected to be in the finish. 

4. JABOROSA BLUE - Saluted two starts ago at Bihorel Les Rouen then didn't measure up last time at 

Caen. More needed. 

5. JOYCE DE LA COUR - Finished third at Savigny Sur Braye two starts back then improved to score 

last start at Ranes. Big chance to find the winners list. 

6. JELLISSIMA DU MONT - Finished runner-up over 2550m at Gournay En Bray last start after she 

was unplaced two runs ago at Angers. Improver. 

7. JASMINE DE JYR - Has filled a minor placing at her last two starts the latest a third at Vichy. Is one 

of the chances. 

8. JOSUBIE MESLOISE - Missed the placings again last start when tenth at Caen. Needs to lift. 

9. JADE HERINIERE - Finished fifth at her latest run at Vichy. Did win three starts back.  

10. JET SET DU BELLAY - Has been well below par at the last few runs the latest seventh at Argentan. 

Last few have been short of her best but in the mix if on-song. 

11. JUVENILE - Missed the placings again last start when fourth at Graignes. Expecting a better run 

this time. 

12. JABADAMES - Disqualified last start over 2200m at Caen. Overlook the last run. Looks ideally 

placed. 

13. JOA DE LA LOUTRIE - Won at Gournay En Bray most recently after a plain effort two runs ago at 

Bernay. Sure to be in the mix. 

14. JALISCA MADRIK - Has had two runs this prep without filling a placing the latest a fourth at Caen. 

Fitter and ready to find her best form. 

Summary: JANE AIMEE (1) debuted with a 3.5L victory in a Class F event at Laon. Looks capable of 
maintaining her unbeaten record. JOYCE DE LA COUR (5) broke her maiden when winning by 1L on 
grass at Ranes. Expected to challenge for the win. JUST CHANCE (3) caught the eye when winning by 
a nose in a Class F at Nantes. Rates a big threat debuting for a new trainer. JOA DE LA LOUTRIE (13) 
scored by 6.5L in a lower grade contest at Gournay. Claims of registering a second victory. 

Selections 

JANE AIMEE (1) - JOYCE DE LA COUR (5) - JUST CHANCE (3) - JOA DE LA LOUTRIE (13)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE LA SELUNE -  2675m WALK-UP E9 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. JAMES BOND - Debuted with a win at Jullouville Les Pins then didn't measure up last time at Vichy. 

Winning prospects. 

2. JE VIENS DU SUD - Didn't fire two runs ago at Gournay En Bray but bounced back last time when a 

winner at Lisieux. Could go on. 

3. JASPER DU BELLAY - Was in winning form two back but safely held last time out finishing seventh 

at Cherbourg. Better than the last effort suggest. 

4. JAFF DE MESLAY - Disqualified at his latest outing at Laval. Needs to lift. 

5. JAZZY ABSOLUTE - Eighth at his latest run at Angers. Not on current form. 

6. JOKER CASTILUANNE - Finished third at Thouars on debut two runs back then franked that effort 

with a win last time at Landivisiau. Winning prospects. 

7. JUST DU CHATELET - Disqualified at Caen. Forgive the latest run. Can turn things around. 

8. JUST FOR FUN - Finished runner-up two starts back at Gournay En Bray then missed the top-three 

last start at Angers. Will be about the money. 

9. JAVELOT - Fair effort when resuming last start finishing fifth at Angers Fitter and could progress.  

10. JAMBAVAN - Finished third at Bordeaux on the back of a win at Villedieu Les Poeles. Will be right 

in the thick of things. 

11. JUDPOM DE L'AVRE - Finished 8 metres back in sixth at his latest run over 2800m at Argentan. 

Can make amends. 

12. JULIANO - Opened this preparation last start with a third at Cherbour. Will strip much fitter. Sure to 

run well. 

13. JOKER D'ENFER - Was sub-par last time when fifth over 2800m at Chartres. Strong contender on 

his best form. 

14. JINGLE DU TRIO - Safely held when disqualified at Meslay-Du-Maine. Strong contender on his best 

form. 

Summary: JOKER CASTILUANNE (6) broke his maiden at the second attempt when winning by 1L at 
Landivisiau. Selected to follow up. JULIANO (12) followed up a Cherbourg debut win with a 3.5L third 
at the same venue. Expected to show up well. JAMBAVAN (10) performed well when 8L third at 
Bordeaux. Shortlist. JAMES BOND (1) came home 10L sixth at Vichy second up. Claims having won 
on debut prior. 

Selections 

JOKER CASTILUANNE (6) - JULIANO (12) - JAMBAVAN (10) - JAMES BOND (1)  



Race 3 - PRIX DES BENEVOLES -  2675m WALK-UP F54 HCP Monte. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. HAYABUSA CRAZY - Disqualified last start and form is not up to scratch. 

2. HOLLY DE GOHEL - Disqualified at her latest run at Vichy. Has the job ahead. 

3. HIROISE DE LA COUR - Continued a long run of outs when sixth at Thouars. Expecting a much 

better run this time. 

4. HELYSEE WILD - Bounced back last start when third at Vichy beaten 2.5 metres. Expected to go 

well. 

5. HOKKAIDO - Eighth over 2400m at Amiens. Won four starts back. May improve.  

6. HERMES DIDAN - Disqualified last time despite being well in the market at Bourigny. Unlikely. 

7. HIT OF THE MOON - Improved third at Jallais on the back of a well-beaten eighth at Le Neubourg. 

Has place claims.  

8. HERMES D'ARZAL - Ninth at Erbray. Five races since filling a place. Capable of a better showing. 

9. HENRI DE LA ROUVRE - Was not a factor most recently at Caen. Place prior but has the job ahead. 

10. HIGHEST WIND - Returns from the paddock after scoring at Chartres. Could go well while fresh. 

11. HOUKO SPORT - Disqualified at Erbray. Little current form.  

12. HIMOKO JIBAY - Was beaten comfortably into ninth at Mondoubleau. Nothing to say he can win. 

13. HIVER D'AUTHISE - Disqualified at Segre. Forgive the latest run. Could fill a place.  

14. HERMINE DU GUELIER - Was expected to do more last start finishing fifth at Mondoubleau. Better 

than that and deserves another chance. 

15. HADRIEN - Didn't measure up two runs ago at Caen but bounced back last time when a winner by 

8 metres at La Roche-Posay. Big chance to find the winners' list. 

16. HEROINE DU LOGIS - Was mediocre in sixth at her first run back from a spell at Bourigny. Will take 

a lot from that run. Include. 

Summary: HIGHEST WIND (10) races in pads for the first time here following a 6.25L win over a 
subsequent winner at Chartres. Expected to score back from a short break. HADRIEN (15) looks up to 
challenging for the win on the back of a 2.5L win on grass at La Roche-Posay. HELYSEE WILD (4) 
showed good form when 0.75L third in a driven race at Vichy. Expected to challenge switched to a 
mounted contest. HIT OF THE MOON (7) warrants close consideration following a 3.5L third in a Jallais 
driven race. 

Selections 

HIGHEST WIND (10) - HADRIEN (15) - HELYSEE WILD (4) - HIT OF THE MOON (7)  



Race 4 - PRIX DU MOULIN DE L'ANSE DE MOIDREY -  2675m WALK-UP F17 HCP Harness. Purse 
EUR €17,000. 

1. IDOLE LA TRIGALE - Didn't do a lot when resuming last start finishing eighth at Bihorel Les Rouen. 

Little to say he can win. 

2. IALDICE PARKER - Opened her career with a minor placing at Gournay En Bray then couldn't repeat 

at Bernay. Could progress.  

3. INDIANA DU TAY - Didn't perform well last start when 14th at Durtal. Better than last start but hard 

to catch. 

4. INKY PERRINE - Go on third two runs ago but is hard to catch. 

5. INOVIA DU CHERISAY - Disqualified last start at Jallais. Overlook the recent mishap. Now three runs 

back from a break.  

6. ILE ENCHANTEE - Little form since second five runs back.  

7. ISIS PRIORY - Resumed last start and found a couple better at Lisieux. Can play a role in the finish. 

8. IVRESSE DU LOGIS - Has not been in the money in two runs this time in with last start at Strasbourg. 

A better run is on the cards. 

9. IBIZA DE TILLARD - Missed the placings again last start at Cherbourg. Watch for a spike in form. 

10. INTREPIDE D'ALESA - Clocked-in third at Jallais beaten 7 metres. That was her fifth placing in the 

last six starts. Major player. 

11. IN FINE FLASH - Disqualified at Le Neubourg. Overlook the recent mishap. Well placed to make 

amends. 

12. INDIANA DE LA NOE - Disqualified last start at La Roche-Posay. More needed.  

13. ISLAND STAR - Consistently just behind the placegetters and may fill a minor spot.  

14. IRIS DU CEBE - Scored at Vannes last start after a plain effort at Royan La Palmyre. Winning 

prospects. 

15. ISIS BLEUE - Met with support last start but could only manage second. Do not dismiss. 

16. ILOWA D'OHARA - Disqualified at Caen. Put a line through the latest run. Top pick if at her best. 

17. IVRE DE JOIE - Was well beaten last time out at Argentan. Capable of a better showing. 

18. ISA TILLAYE - Has been racing well with a couple of minor prizes to her name recently the latest 

when runner-up beaten 9 metres at Gournay En Bray. Good chance. 

Summary: ISA TILLAYE (18) has placed third on her last two starts including when beaten 3L at 
Gournay. Selected to register a second career success. ISIS BLEUE (15) warrants close consideration 
following a 5.5L second off a 25m handicap at Ranes. ISIS PRIORY (7) returned to action with a 7L 
third at Lisieux. Looks up to going well second up. Racing barefoot for the first time here IRIS DU CEBE 
(14) is another to consider having won by 2L on grass at Ranes. 

Selections 

ISA TILLAYE (18) - ISIS BLEUE (15) - ISIS PRIORY (7) - IRIS DU CEBE (14)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE L'ENTREPRISE SARRAZIN -  2675m WALK-UP F17 HCP Harness. Purse EUR 
€17,000. 

1. IFABERIC NORTAIS - Four-year-old gelding by Radjah De L'abbaye from Ritoune De L'etrat having 

his first start. Will benefit from this raceday experience. 

2. INDIEN DE RUNGIS - Last raced at Le Croise-Laroche three months ago when he finished sixth. Will 

make his presence felt. 

3. IDEAL LA HURETRY - Was beaten comfortably into fifth at Erbray. Deserves another chance. 

4. IGNACE DE LORGE - Ffourth at his latest outing at Erbray. Place prospect. 

5. IMANOLO - Unplaced two runs back then again missed the frame but was only beaten 5 metres 

when fourth at Thouars. A better run is on the cards. 

6. IGGY DES RIOULTS - Finished runner-up at Lisieux last start after unplaced two back at Le Touquet. 

Can play a role in the finish. 

7. IENISSE DE BARBRAY - Disqualified at his latest run at Niort. Little form on offer.  

8. INDY DE SOYORA - Again missed the placings last time out in fifth at Questembert. Capable of a 

better showing. 

9. INTREPIDE DESGUI - Has been out of the winner's circle for a long while. Well held at Segre. Little 

to offer.  

10. ICARE DU VIVIER - Failed to measure up two runs back then last start win at Reims by 19 metres. 

This looks a suitable assignment. 

11. IGRISONI - Was a strong winner last time out by 4 metres at Le Neubourg and can continue the 

great form this campaign.  

12. IROQUOIS DIGEO - Missed the placings again last start when fourth over 2525m at Les Andelys. 

Not keen. 

13. IRISH GOLD - Disqualified at Vichy. Forgive the recent mishap but still needs to do more.  

14. INTELLO D'ERABLE - Didn't measure up two runs ago at Saint Malo but atoned last time when a 

winner by 2.5 metres at Graignes. Very hard to beat. 

15. IDEAL DE BAILLE - First up since finishing second over 2725m at Cabourg nine months ago. If 

fancied can be considered.  

16. ICEBERG DEL PHEDO - Is ready to win finishing in the money at two of his last three the latest 

when third at Vire. Chance to break through. 

17. IL CAPITANO ARMA - Last raced at Caen four months ago when he finished tenth. Can open the 

campaign with a forward performance. 

18. IMPERIAL DU CAPRE - Finished third at Vichy most recently following 7 metres sixth at Bernay. 

Sure to play a major role. 

Summary: ICARE DU VIVIER (10) delivered a 6.25L victory at Reims. Selected to complete a double 
with a top driver booked to steer. INTELLO D'ERABLE (14) performed well when winning by 0.75L at 
Graignes. Rates a danger in this contest. ICEBERG DEL PHEDO (16) warrants close consideration in 
a new shoeing combination following a 3L third to a subsequent winner at Vire. IMPERIAL DU CAPRE 
(18) came home 2L third at Vichy. Shortlist. 

Selections 

ICARE DU VIVIER (10) - INTELLO D'ERABLE (14) - ICEBERG DEL PHEDO (16) - IMPERIAL DU 
CAPRE (18)  



Race 6 - PRIX DU RESTAURANT DE L'ARCHANGE -  2675m WALK-UP F50 HCP Harness. Purse 
EUR €20,000. 

1. HIROY DE LA BASLE - Has been struggling of late most recently finishing tenth at Argentan.  

2. HONEY DE GINAI - Fourth at Argentan. Place.  

3. HATOUT DE CONNEE - Placed three back at Auch but hasn't shown that sort of form since the latest 

effort a ninth at Thouars. Little reason to follow.  

4. HAVE DREAM BEYLEV - Didn't perform well last start at Durtal. Place claims on second four runs 

back.  

5. HEROS LA RAVELLE - Finished third two starts back at Vichy then missed the top-three last start. 

Place.   

6. HAMPTON DU VIVIER - Turned in a solid run when resuming at Graignes finishing second beaten 4 

metres. Can find the frame again. 

7. HORIZON CELESTE - Was well-fancied last start finishing sixth at Segre. Better than that. Has 

claims. 

8. HAMOUR TEJY - Was among the top chances last time out finishing eighth at Mondoubleau. A return 

to form needed before recommending.  

9. HANNIBAL MESANGE - Finished third at La Roche-Posay last start after he was out of the money 

two back at Cholet. Some outside chance.  

10. HOUSTON TUILERIE - Disqualified at Caen. Put a line through the latest run. Good show if at his 

best. 

11. HORSE DU HENNEQUIN - Last raced at Caen three-and-a-half months ago when he finished fifth. 

If fit can play a role. 

12. HOMMAGE DE TILLARD - Has been out of the money at his last couple since winning at 

Chateaubriant three back. Expected to improve sharply. 

13. HIDE DESTIN - Was not a factor last start at Angers. Can make amends. 

14. HEAVEN STAR - Scored two starts ago at Ecommoy then didn't measure up last time at Caen. Can 

bounce back to form. 

15. HAPPY DU CAIEU - Has won his last two starts most recently at Argentan by 2.5 metres. Rates 

highly and can make it three straight. 

16. HOLD UP DES VENTES - Improved to clock-in third over 2350m at Angers most recently on the 

back of a disqualification at Saint Aubin Les Elbeuf the run prior. Heading in the right direction.  

17. HAMILTON FOUTEAU - Was expected to do more last start finishing fifth and beaten 7 metres at 

Durtal. Contender and can improve.  

18. HULK VIVANCIERE - Is on fire this campaign and yet to miss the placings in three appearances. 

Added to the impressive record at his latest outing with success at Rostrenen. Hard to go past. 

Summary: HULK VIVANCIERE (18) is selected to register a third win this spell following a 2.25L 
success off a 25m handicap on grass at Rostrenen. HAPPY DU CAIEU (15) completed a double when 
winning by 0.75L at Argentan. Rates a big danger. HAMPTON DU VIVIER (6) is expected to go well 
racing barefoot for the first time following a 1.25L second at Graignes first up. HEAVEN STAR (14) won 
by 2L at Ecommoy on his penultimate start. Capable of better than he showed when disappointing in a 
mounted race subsequently. 



Selections 

HULK VIVANCIERE (18) - HAPPY DU CAIEU (15) - HAMPTON DU VIVIER (6) - HEAVEN STAR 
(14)  



Race 7 - PRIX DE LA STE DES COURSES DE SAINT-MALO -  2675m WALK-UP F50 HCP Harness. 
Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. HARMONIE DE PEJ - Won't find this as tough as last start when beaten at Argentan. More needed.  

2. HELP GIBUS - Has been struggling of late most recently finishing sixth at Mauquenchy. More needed.  

3. HELIA D'AVIGNERE - Disqualified for galloping at Argentan. Little form of late. 

4. HELIA SUCCES - Has been just fair of late including a seventh last start at Gemozac. More needed.  

5. HERMINA - Disqualified last start at Lisieux. Third prior to that. Place. 

6. HUBLI - Continued a long run of outs when tenth at Reims two weeks ago. Might improve.  

7. HOSCA JIBELA - Missed out last start when seventh at Savigny Sur Braye after finishing in the 

placings at Montlucon-Neris the start prior. Can be in the finish. 

8. HEBE DU PETIT ODON - Was expected to do more last start finishing sixth at Avranches. Best form 

would see her back in the winner's stall. 

9. HOMERIA - Didn't fire two runs ago at Argentan but made amends last time when a winner by 8 

metres at Ranes. Winning prospects. 

10. HIRONDELLE START - Disqualified at Cherbourg. Overlook the last run. Looks a place chance. 

11. HIROISE DU PARJAT - Disqualified last start at Caen. Hard to catch. 

12. HADRIANA DU MONT - Bounced back last start when second at Graignes beaten 6 metres. Leading 

player. 

13. HOUPLALA LIRE - Finished runner-up two starts back at Cholet then missed the top-three at Saint 

Malo. Big chance to find the winners' list. 

14. HUITRE D'OR - Finished 12 metres back in fourth at her latest outing over 2200m at Caen. Watch 

for a spike in form. 

Summary: HADRIANA DU MONT (12) recorded a 2.25L second at Graignes. Taken to go one better 
to register a third career win. HUITRE D'OR (14) looks up to playing a part in the finish having been 
beaten 4L fourth at Caen. With a new shoeing combination tried HOMERIA (9) gets a chance to 
complete a double on the back of a 2.5L success at Ranes. HOUPLALA LIRE (13) is another with claims 
following a 9.25L fifth at Saint-Malo. 

Selections 

HADRIANA DU MONT (12) - HUITRE D'OR (14) - HOMERIA (9) - HOUPLALA LIRE (13)  



Race 8 - PRIX LTP LOISEL -  2675m WALK-UP D240 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. ENFILADE DU DOUET - Safely held when fifth at Amiens beaten 16 metres. Well-placed to improve. 

2. FAMEUX SAX - Finished third at Vichy two starts ago then couldn't repeat at Vichy but was only 8 

metres off the winner. Sure to be there at the business end. 

3. EDDY DES MULOTTES - Continued a long run of outs when fifth at Reims a month ago. More 

needed.  

4. ELEVEN SHAPTER - Improved to clock-in second at La Capelle last time out following a mediocre 

ninth at Vichy the run prior. Each way claims. 

5. FORAIN JENILOU - Was expected to do more when returning from a break finishing 13th at Caen. 

A lot more needed.  

6. FLYING BRICKELL - Made a return to form last start when second at Enghien beaten 10 metres. 

With even luck is a winning chance. 

7. FALCOM DU BOCAGE - Finished third two-and-a-half weeks ago at Vitre to continue the solid recent 

form. Sure to play a major role. 

8. FEUILLE D'ERABLE - Has been struggling of late most recently finishing sixth at Chateaubriant. Can 

do much better. 

9. DIALO DES KECHES - Unplaced two runs back then was second last time at Chatelaillon La 

Rochelle. Not keen. 

10. FLOCON DIGEO - Didn't perform well last start at Avranches. Needs to do more.  

11. EDITEUR LA RAVELLE - Was plain when tenth at his first run back from a layoff over 2200m at 

Caen. Will strip a lot fitter so watch for improvement. 

12. FALCO DES ROCHERS - Could only manage seventh last start at Amiens off the back of a win at 

Saint Malo two starts ago. Should be in the finish. 

13. DUC DU CHENE - Scored a fine win at Chatelaillon La Rochelle two starts ago then couldn't follow 

it up at Pontchateau last time. Each way.  

14. EVER DREAM MUSIC - Has been struggling of late most recently tenth at Caen. More needed.  

15. EUROPA DE CHENU - Saluted at Meslay-Du-Maine after a plain effort at Vincennes the start before. 

Can go on.  

16. DEESSE SAINT BAR - Was beaten comfortably into eighth last time out despite betting confidence 

at Niort. Cannot enthuse. 

17. DAME DE TILLARD - Has been out of the winner's circle for a long while. Finished 14th last time 

out over 2450m at Caen. Not keen. 

Summary: FALCOM DU BOCAGE (7) delivered a 3L third on grass at Vitre. Looks capable of building 
on that by taking this contest. ELEVEN SHAPTER (4) is taken to play a hand in the finish on the back 
of a 0.25L second at La Capelle. FAMEUX SAX (2) warrants close consideration in a new shoeing 
combination following a 2.5L fourth at Vichy. FLYING BRICKELL (6) recorded a 3.2L second at Enghien. 
Danger to all. 

Selections 

FALCOM DU BOCAGE (7) - ELEVEN SHAPTER (4) - FAMEUX SAX (2) - FLYING BRICKELL (6) 


